U.S. Has 'Effective' Defense for H-Bomb

Call on Dulles

Russia Gets Brush-Off on Missing Spy

By Darrell Garwood
International News Service

The United States has given the diplomatic brush-off to Russia's second bid for information on 'Yuri Rastvorov, a former member of the Soviet diplomat corps...

White said in response to questions that Dulles told the ambassador he would give the matter his attention. This frequently is a diplomatic way of conceiving a matter to the 'die-and-forget' category.

The United States has been playing a cat-and-mouse game with Russia ever since Rastvorov, a former member of the Soviet secret police, disappeared the night of January 24, just before he was scheduled to return to Russia, possibly for purging.

While this country has erected a tight curtain of secrecy about the episode, there is every indication Rastvorov is in U.S. hands.

... all the facts he can reveal about the full power of the atomic and hydrogen bombs. They joined Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.) in the demand following disclosures that super-weapon production schedules have been revised sharply upward.

The Senate Armed Services Committee said Thursday present plans will assure "effective defense" of the United States...